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1. Introducton
Surat Ulu (lit. leters from upstream), sometmes called as Kaganga (or Kegenge or also Kogongo, 
depends on the dialect) or also called as its regional variant, is a Brahmi-based script ofen found in
various manuscripts in southwestern part of Sumatra, now a part of Indonesia. It is ofen used to 
write in Malay language or its dialects, partcularly  eeang,  embaa, Serawai, and Pasemah1, and 
sometmes also used to “write” in rrabic2. The Unicode Consortum has included  eeang bloca—
which is actually a regional variant of Surat Ulu—to The Unicode Standard since version 5.1. Yet 
other regional variants of the script stll lef unencoded.

This document present other regional variants of Surat Ulu, comparison to the reference used by 
existng  eeang bloca, as well as issues raised on how this script will be encoded to the Standard.

2. Character Repertoire
Below are the character repertoire of Surat Ulu.

2.1 Consonants
 iae many other Brahmi-based scripts, Surat Ulu is an abugida, meaning that the consonants of the
script have placeholder vowel that can be changed by diacritcs. In case of Surat Ulu, each regional 
variants have their own placeholder vowel infuenced by the language used: both  eeang and 
 embaa have /a/, Serawai has /o/, and Pasemah has /ə/3.

1 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 5
2 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 77—80
3 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 104 & 118
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Figure 1. Jaspan’s  eeang character repertoire4.

4 Jaspan, Folk Literature, 13. This partcular source was used in Everson’s  eeang proposal. The interestng part is 
Everson made the “stomach” shape of Cr (c) angular instead of what is supposed to be circular, and the shape 
made it to the Standard. See Everson, “Proposal”, 5.
The romanizaton used old ortography, thus Jaspan’s “tea” is “Cr”, “dea” is “Jr”, “nea” is “NYr”, “ea” is “Yr”, and 
“ndea” is “NYJr”. Dot below “b” and “d” can be ignored.
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Figure 2. Jaspan’s consonant concordance of Surat Ulu regional variants5. rlso showed Kerinci
character repertoire in the third column. 

From the figure above, we can see that there are eust very litle diierences in Surat Ulu regional 
variants, and looas liae the existng codepoints can already cover all the regional variants—albeit 
the consonants of above figure are incomplete. But 50 years afer Jaspan’s publicaton was 
published, Sarwono and  ahayu showed that there are diierences on these regional variants.

5 Jaspan, Folk Literature, 11. Note that this concordance doesn’t feature all the consonants available in Surat Ulu.
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Consonants Rejang Lembak Serawai Pasemah
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Consonants Rejang Lembak Serawai Pasemah
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Consonants Rejang Lembak Serawai Pasemah
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Table 1. Sarwono and  ahayu’s consonant repertoire of Surat Ulu regional variants6.

From the table above, we can see that some regional variants have their own distnct character 

shape, for example Serawai variant of the  ETTE  NGr (N) is unique to such region. When 
Sarwono and  ahayu asaed the informants from Serawai ethnic group, the informants can only 

recognize the N character as  ETTE  NGr and not the other7.

rlso there are consonants already encoded but Sarwono and  ahayu found that they are belong to
other regional variants, for example the encoded  ETTE  Br is belong to other regional variants.

Sarwono and  ahayu’s research also confirmed Miller’s report that there are more consonant 
sounds needed to encode the full “Central Malay” script, yet Sarwono and  ahayu did not found 
characters Miller analyzed as /ŋs/ and /ʁ/ consonats8 9. Miller also mentoned that there is a 
“unique” shape of  ETTE  r found in Taneung tanah manuscript, but it appears similar to one of 
Serawai’s NGKr10.

6 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 113. Note that this repertoire features common characters found in 
manuscripts.

7 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 32.
8 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 5.
9 Miller, “Indonesian and Philippine Scripts”, 18.
10 Miller, “Indonesian and Philippine Scripts”, 20.
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2.2 Diacritcs

Figure 3. Jaspan’s  eeang diacritcs11.

11 Jaspan, Folk Literature, 8.  ETTE  Kr used as an example. Encoded names of the diacritcs: 
1.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN U;
2.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN I;
3.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN E;
4.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN O;
5.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN rU;
6.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN EU;
7.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN Er;
8.  EJrNG CONSONrNT SIGN H
9.  EJrNG VOWE  SIGN rI;
10.  EJrNG CONSONrNT SIGN  ;
11.  EJrNG CONSONrNT SIGN NG;
12.  EJrNG CONSONrNT SIGN N;
13.  EJrNG VI rMr;
14. (no diacritc).
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Diacritcs Rejang Lembak Serawai Pasemah

vowel sign /i/
?I ?I ?I

ki
vowel sign /u/ ?u ?u ku ?u
vowel sign /e/ ?E ?E

vowel sign /o/ or /ə/
?o

?e
vowel sign /a/ or consonant sign /h/ ?: ?: k: ?:

consonant sign /n/ ?” ?” k” ?”
consonant sign /ŋ/ ?’ ?’ k’ ?’

consonant sign /r/
?v ?v kv ?v
?z

vowel sign /aw/ ?( ?( k( ?(

vowel sign /ae/

?) ?) ?)
?è kè ?è
?1

virama

?0 ?0 ?0
?1 k1 ?1

kê ?ê
k2 ?2
k6 ?6

Table 2. Sarwono and  ahayu’s diacritcs repertoire of Surat Ulu regional variants12.

There are also unique diacritcs in some regional variants. For example there are many shapes but 
circular in Serawai’s VI rMr.

rlso there are diacritcs already encoded but Sarwono and  ahayu found that they are belong to 
other regional variants, for example the encoded VOWE  SIGN I and VOWE  SIGN O is belong to 
other regional variants.

Jaspan showed that there are usage of VOWE  SIGN EU even though Sarwono and  ahayu did not 
found it.

12 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 114. Note that this repertoire features common characters found in 
manuscripts.
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Jaspan diierentate VOWE  SIGN Er and CONSONrNT SIGN H because Jaspan analyzed that the 
signs represents the diphtong /əa/ and final consonant /ʔ/13, yet Jaspan’s examples showed that 
the signs both represents final consonant /h/. Sarwono and  ahayu only found what Jaspan 
analyzed as VOWE  SIGN Er, and did not found a sign to represent final consonant /ʔ/. Is this some
sort of unfortunate disunificatono

Miller reported that there is a sign that represent the medial consonant /r/—the same functon as 
JrVrNESE CONSONrNT SIGN CrK r and SUNDrNESE CONSONrNT SIGN PrNYrK r14, yet such 
sign is not found by Sarwono and  ahayu.

2.3 CVC behavior

Script/Variant Word Visual order

 atn dudua (lit. sit)

 eeang and  embaa dudu?0 Dr + U + Dr + U + Kr + VI rMr

Serawai and Pasemah dud?u0 Dr + U + Dr + Kr + U + VI rMr

Table 3. Example of CVC behavior of Surat Ulu15.

The way Serawai and Pasemah variant handle the CVC is about the same with Bataa script where 
the vowel maras “are re-ordered when the ailler is used to close the syllable by ailling the inherent 
vowel of a final consonant”16, yet the behavior is “normal” in  eeang and  embaa variant.

13 Interestngly, Everson proposed the later character as final consonant /h/. See Everson, “Proposal”, 6.
14 Miller, “Indonesian and Philippine Scripts”, 18.
15 Sarwono and  ahayu, Pusat Penulisan, 117
16 Everson and Kozoa, “Proposal”, 3.
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3. Issues
Issues arise when it comes to encoding Surat Ulu and these need to be solved.

• The name “ eeang” is no longer suitable to refer the script because  eeang is actually a 
subset of the Surat Ulu. If possible, it would be beter if the script is referred as “Surat Ulu”, 
or eust “Ulu” is also oaay.

• The ideal model to encode this script is to encode all unique characters, for partcular 
regional variants as well as new character sounds, eust liae Bataa, but as we already see, the
consonants and diacritcs are very diverse even in partcular regional variants. Further 
researches needed to call which character will be a representaton to partcular 
consonants/diacritcs and regional variants.

• Usages of VOWE  SIGN EU, Er, and CONSONrNT SIGN H need to be more investgated in 
actual contexts, whether in old manuscripts as well as modern texts, so we can handle 
these diacritcs beter.

• rbout CVC behavior, due to how diierent regional variants handle it, it should be oaay to 
type the reordered CVC visually. This also means that combinaton of consonant + vowel 
sign + VI rMr should also be valid.

• rlso there are scripts related to Surat Ulu such as Ogan17 18 and  ampung19. Further 
researches needed to call whether we can unify these scripts or they deserve their own 
bloca.

• Not to menton that the  eeang bloca have 11 empty codepoints and there is one column in
the BMP lef unencoded, so in total only 27 empty codepoints the BMP can accommodate 
to extend this script20. If the characters need to be encoded exceed 27, then a new bloca 
need to be made in the SMP, but this will lead to new problems21.

4. Conclusion
Surat Ulu is a diverse script and the diversity needs to be encoded. There are issues to encode the 
script and the issues need to be solved with further researches so the script can be actually 
encoded properly.

17 OKU Express, “Kenalaan”.
18 Gaiar et. al., Struktur, 98.
19 Pandey, “Proposal”.
20 Everson et. al., “ oadmap”.
21 rnderson et. al., “ ecommendatons”, 6.
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